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Project Assumptions 

About the Nature of AGI 

● Robotic architecture can be adapted 
for a dialog system.

● While AGI must represent and 
process concepts at both the sub-
symbolic and symbolic levels, it is 
sufficient to bootstrap from the 
symbolic level, and to later add the 
sub-symbolic facilities.

● Recursive self-improvement can occur 
at an early stage, in which the system 
seeks to fill gaps in desired knowledge 
and skills.

● Deductive knowledge bases, e.g. an 
RDF quad store, can represent 
procedural as well as factual 
knowledge.

● Current limitations with symbolic 
deductive approaches to reasoning 
and natural language processing can 
be overcome by representing 
relevance links in the knowledge base 
and employing contextualized 
spreading activation to bring relevant 
information to bear on tasks.

● AGI is more than modelling the 
cognitive abilities of a stereotypical 
person, rather it encompasses the 
modelling of human organizations, 
and their constituent agencies and 
missions.

● Current distributed hardware is 
sufficient for bootstrapping symbolic 
AGI
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What Is Texai?

● Texai is an open-source project to 

create AGI

● Its guided by Alan Turing's advice 

to create a mechanism that 

simulates a child's mind and then 

to subject it to an appropriate 

course of education

● The mechanism is a cognitive 

architecture structured according 

to James Albus' robotic 

Hierarchical Control System, and 

whose highest level behaviours are 

implemented by a tiny version of 

the ACT-R production rule engine

● Texai conversational agents are 

capable of learning concepts and 

skills being taught by mentors

● Texai is envisioned to consist of a 

vastly distributed set of skilled 

agents, who are members of 

mission-oriented agencies acting 

in concert.

● The initial conversational agent, 

demonstrated at AGI-09, acquires 

vocabulary and grammar rules 

from its volunteer mentors via 

scalable instant messaging
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James Allen's Eight Dialog Challenges

1. Intuitive natural English input and 
response

2. Robustness in the face of 
misunderstandings

3. Mixed-initiative interaction

4. User intention recognition

5. Effective grounding and ensuring 
mutual understanding

6. Topic change tracking

7. Dialog-based response planning to 
provide the appropriate level of 
information

8. Portability so that the dialog system 
can operate with disparate knowledge 
domains

● Texai aspires to completely 
understand a controlled subset of 
English during its bootstrapping 
phase

● Texai combines an efficient 
implementation of the Fluid 
Construction Grammar engine with 
constituent phrase structure derived 
from Double-R Grammar.

● The Texai construction grammar rules 
are bidirectional – the semantic 
constituents resulting from parsing an 
utterance can be input into the 
generation system to recreate the 
utterance

● Texai NL processing is incremental –
left to right, and cognitively plausible
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What's Innovative About This Demo?

● Lexical knowledge is rapidly acquired 
via conversation with non-linguists

● Parsing interpretation trees, subject to 
explosive branching when processing 
typical ambiguous utterances, are 
effectively incrementally pruned by 
discourse elaboration and spreading 
activation via relevant information 
links

● A rich discourse context, consisting of 
a sequence of utterance contexts, 
contains the working memory of the 
conversation

● All lexical knowledge, vocabulary and 
grammar rules are persisted in the 
RDF quad store

● Jabber/XMPP instant messaging 
provides simultaneous messaging to a 
multitude of internet connected 
volunteer mentors

● Texai employs a robotic-inspired, four 
level hierarchical control system:

○ Top level – at present

○ Linguistic knowledge acquisition –
100 ms per utterance, controlled in 
part by Tiny ACT-R production 
rules

○ Incremental natural language 
processing – 10 ms per word

○ Jabber/XMPP interface
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More About Incremental Parsing/ 
Generation and Why Its Important

● The Texai dialog system performs 
incremental utterance parsing and 
generation in a cognitively plausible 
manner.

● This method, in contrast to many 
other parsers, avoids possible 
combinatorial explosions when 
computing alternative interpretations.

● Ambiguity arises from many sources:

○ Morphological – numerous inflections 
have the same spelling

○ Semantic – numerous word senses for 
the same word, e.g. break

○ Pronoun reference resolution

○ Prepositional phrase attachment

○ Ambiguous construction rules

● Texai prunes alternative 
interpretations as each input word for 
parsing is processed, and similarly for 
generation as each input semantic 
constituent is processed.  The 
beamwidth of the branching tree is 
currently four.  Finally, the tree is 
pruned to a single interpretation.

● The pruning for parsing is proceeded 
by a discourse elaboration step in 
which relevant facts are connected to 
each interpretation alternative by 
spreading activation, then in another 
use, iterative spreading activation is 
used, according to Walter Kintsch's 
method, to select the most connected 
interpretation. 
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“the book is on the table”

The branching 
interpretation tree during 
parsing results from 
ambiguous word senses.

Iterative pruning maintains 
a beamwidth of four until 
the final cut.
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Interpretation Disambiguation via 
Kintsch Spreading Activation 

Texai implements Walter 
Kintsch’s algorithm for 
reading comprehension –
spreading activation.  In this 
example, yellow facts are 
given from the discourse 
context, and the other three 
colors are competing 
interpretations.  Red links 
are negative.

The green nodes 
represent facts from 
the most reinforced, 
winning 
interpretation.

At the end of each 
input referring 
expression, pruning is 
performed.
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So ... What's Missing?

● Discourse planning is rudimentary, in 
that generated utterances are not 
planned from scratch, but rather 
generated from hand-written 
semantic constituent templates.

● A full blown Cyc-style deductive 
inference engine is needed.  Plans are 
to leverage RDF SPARQL to provide 
backwards and forwards deductive 
inference, improved over Cyc in some 
respects by the additional of relevancy 
links when determining rule utility.

● A knowledge base explorer is needed. 
The OpenCyc-derived knowledge base 
is hard to navigate by hand, but is idea 
for a reflective agent.

● The demonstration contains only a 
small portion of the lexical knowledge 
acquisition scripts it requires for 
bootstrapping.

● Likewise, the facility for skill 
acquisition needs to written.  It will be 
based upon two, possibly competing, 
approaches:

○ Tiny ACT-R production rules can 
be created, edited, and tested via 
dialog.

○ Java code fragments can be 
likewise created, edited, compiled, 
and tested via dialog.
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Low Hanging Fruit & Targets of 

Opportunity

● Bootstrapping the dialog system 
occurs by figuring out new words from 
reading their definitions and example 
phrases.  

● There are 85000 words in the Texai 
lexicon, and about 130000 word 
senses – with only 12000 already 
mapped via OpenCyc.

● The Texai lexicon contains 325000 
glosses – i.e. definitions for word 
senses.  Word frequency analysis 
shows that knowing only 15% of the 
most frequently used words allows 
reading 50% of the glosses.

● As Texai knows more words, it will be 
more engaging for volunteer mentors.

● Although OpenCyc is a large and 
consistent ontology, it was not 
populated from natural language 
sources, and thus is full of gaps.

● Wikipedia, when read by a sufficiently 
capable Texai, could provide 
commonsense knowledge to not only 
fill OpenCyc gaps but go far beyond.

● Wikipedia editors are attractive 
recruits as Texai mentors – having 
already achieved bottom-up self 
governance.

● Beyond linguistic skills, Texai could be 
taught to use numerous application 
APIs as sensors and actuators, 
providing benefits to its users.
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Bootstrap Dialog Explained

● The fundamental idea of the Texai 
Bootstrap English Dialog system is to 
first construct a bare-bones, 
conversational dialog system, with 
very limited vocabulary, grammar and 
modest acquisition skills

● The initial Texai dialog system, as 
demonstrated, acquires additional 
vocabulary from volunteer mentors. 

● Planned enhancements will allow 
Texai to acquire construction 
grammar rules, as well as to acquire 
behaviour by being taught.

● By acquiring new lexicon and 
behaviour, Texai recursively improves 
itself.

● Texai is a mixed initiative dialog 
system, in which the conversational 
initiative can switch back and forth 
between Texai and the user, as need 
be.

● Every utterance that Texai generates, 
it is capable of understanding.  This is 
one of the cues of how to 
communicate with it despite very 
Texai’s current limitations.

● Vocabulary to be acquired from 
mentors:

○ Proper nouns, common nouns

○ Verbs

○ Adjectives and adverbs

○ Prepositions (i.e. their many senses)
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Bootstrap Dialog Examples - Lookup

● [user] lookup 'named'

● [texai] here are the lexicon entries for 'named':

○ [noun.1 name] a defamatory or abusive word or phrase

○ [noun.2 name] family based on male descent 

○ [noun.3 name] a well-known or notable person 

○ [noun.3 name] a well-known or notable person

○ [noun.4 name] a person's reputation 

○ [noun.5 name] by the sanction or authority of 

○ [noun.6 name] a language unit by which a person or thing is known --> 

cyc:ProperNameString

○ [adjective.1 name] Associated with the process of giving a name to a person or thing. 

○ [adjective.2 named] given or having a specified name

○ [verb.1 name] determine or distinguish the nature of a problem or an illness through 

a diagnostic analysis --> cyc:Diagnosing 

○ [verb.2 name] give or make a list of; name individually; give the names of

13
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Lookup, Continued

○ [verb.3 name] make reference to

○ [verb.4 name] identify as in botany or biology, for example

○ [verb.5 name] mention and identify by name

○ [verb.6 name] create and charge with a task or function --> 

cyc:FoundingAnOrganization

○ [verb.7 name] charge with a function; charge to be 
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Lookup, Continued

(morph 

morph-named-adj2 

((category adjective)) 

((?named 

(category Category3Adjective) 

(stem "named")) 

(?top 

(subunits (== ?named)))) 

<--> 

((?top 

(string "named")) 

((J ?named)))) 

15

This morphological rule links the word 
form “named” with its non-inflected 
word “named”.   There are 11 
categories of adjectives, which are 
used during utterance generation for 
preferred word order.  
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Lookup, Continued

(lex-stem 

lex-stem-named-adj2 

((category adjective)) 

((?top 

(meaning (== (typeOrSubClassOf ?obj NamedThing))) 

(referent ?obj)) 

((J ?named) 

(referent ?obj)))    <--> 

((?named 

(category Category3Adjective) 

(stem "named")) 

(?top 

(subunits (== ?named))) 

((J ?named) 

(referent ?obj)))) 
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This lexical stem rule maps the adjective 
word “named” to its corresponding symbol 
in the knowledge base: texai:NamedThing.
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Dialog: Teach a Proper Noun Word 
Sense For an Individual Term

● [user]  learn proper nouns

● [texai] what is the first proper noun?

● [user]  Buster

● -or-

● [user]  'Buster' is a proper noun

● [texai] what kind of thing is Buster?

● [user]  a cat

● [texai] Most named cats are domestic cats.  Is Buster a domestic cat?

● [user]  yes

● -or-

● [user]  Buster is a domestic cat

● -or-

● [user]  a domestic cat

● [texai] what is the next proper noun?

● . . .
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Dialog: Teach Texai a New Common 
Noun Word Sense For a Class Term

● [user] learn common nouns

● [texai] what is the first common noun?

● [user]  netbook computer

● [texai] is it countable?

● [user]  yes

● [texai] is the plural 'netbook computers'?

● [user]  yes  

● [texai] is each netbook computer a kind of computer?

● [user]  yes

● [texai] I know about laptop computers and desktop computers. What 
distinguishes a netbook computer?

● [user]  a netbook computer is a small laptop computer

● [texai] what else distinguishes a netbook computer?

● [user]  a netbook computer is primarily intended for web applications

● [texai] I don't understand.  Work on the unknowns now or later?

● [user]  later

● . . .
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Dialog: Teach Texai a New Adjective 
Word Sense 

● [user] learn adjectives

● [texai] OK

● [user]  'large' is an adjective

● [texai] what kind of thing is a large thing?

● [user] large things are members of texai:RelativelyGreaterSizedThings.

● . . .
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Takeaways

● The Texai project envisions a multitude of volunteer mentors teaching a 

hierarchical network of software agencies their missions.  It needs a 

means to communicate naturally with users.

● Its bootstrap English dialog system will achieve recursive self-

improvement, leveraging a modest code base of 75000 lines of Java 

code, to acquire hundreds of thousands of required word meanings and 

millions of commonsense concepts.

● Texai is to learn skills by being taught via its dialog system.
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